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1 Introduction1
The world faces existential threats as the financial crisis of 2007/8 and its consequences still
endanger the stability of economy in Europe and worldwide. Resource shortages are
impending. Use of fossil fuels and raw materials has more than tripled in the last 40 years. 2
Climate change may wipe out one sixth of all species. 3 Terror, wars, and migration create
increasing challenges. To manage scarce resources and support endangered people, powerful
global information systems have been built, based on Big Data and Artificial Intelligence (AI).
But at the same time, misuse of Information and Communication Technologies is exploding. The
digital automation is expected to claim a large amount of jobs within coming years.
FuturICT2.0 will pursue disruptive innovation by addressing the problems at their root: lack of
sustainability. The combination of the Internet of Things (IoT) with Blockchain Technology and
Complexity Science creates entirely new opportunities to address our challenges. We propose
this under the label "Finance 4.0", which stands for a multi-dimensional incentive system to
manage complex systems and promote a circular sharing economy to create a high quality of
life for more people with less resources. Our current concepts of globalization, optimization,
regulation and administration have served us well, but have also reached their limits. For this
reason, FuturICT2.0 explores the potentials of complementary growth principles such as cocreation, co-evolution, collective intelligence, self-organization, and self-regulation.
The finance 4.0 system is liberal, democratic, pluralistic, participatory, social and ecological. It
makes use of the immaterial nature of information, boosts combinatorial innovation and
creates opportunities for all, by fostering an open and participatory production and service
ecosystem. Information and communication systems, which empower everyone to take better
decisions, to be more creative and innovative, and to coordinate and cooperate with others,
would lead to better business models, products and services, smarter cities and smarter
societies.
Finance4.0 aims to address global challenges like resource shortages, climate change,
economic dislocation, and technical unemployment by building a digital financial system that
supports us in achieving the sustainable development goals collectively.
This report builds on the M12 report “Finance4.0 Concept” and extends it across various
aspects. Chapter 3 reports on the requirements engineering phase, shows the current state of
the Finance4.0 architecture and discusses some of the design decisions made. Chapter 4
describes the current state of implementation with regard to the back end and front end of the
demonstrator. Chapter 5 summarizes the state of the Finance 4.0 field cases with different
partners.

1
2
3

Excerpts taken from FuturICT2.0 proposal (Horizon 2020 FLAG-ERA JTC 2016 call).
BP Statistical Review of World Energy.
Mark C. Urban (2015): Accelerating extinction risk from climate change. Science 348:6234, p. 571-573.
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2 Conceptual design
AT A GLANCE – Key deliverables achieved during year two (M13-M24)
•
•
•
•
•

Finalized the core process of incentivization based on the action-proof-token approach (Figure 1)
Finalized the three types of action proofs
Finalized the token-based finance framework (Figure 2)
Finalized the token-based governance framework: liquidity, governance, reputation, identity
Drafted initial concepts for governance and reputation tokens

2.1 Reward positive action directly
The Fin4 system aims for a self-organizing, nuanced incentive system that supports the daily
decision-making of people by encouraging wanted and discouraging unwanted behavior.
After internal discussions, the project is currently avoiding to talk about externalities and
instead focus more on “positive action”. Two main reasons stand out: 1) externalities as
abstract concepts pose an unnecessary burden for understanding the system by a general
audience. 2) Being an opt-in system, it is hard to impossible to motivate participants to start
with a negative balance of tokens and work their way up. Starting with a balance of 0 and
obtaining tokens for “positive action” is a much clearer value proposition.
The core process design of the Finance4 (Fin4) system is shown in Figure 1. Communities
reward what they value by creating new token types to address local needs. For example, the
planting of tress, taking the bike instead of the car, helping a person in need or recycling
materials can be such actions that a community deems positive.

Figure 1: The core process of Finance4.0 is to reward positive action

The core process works as follows: When a token has been created, with a name, short symbol
(similar to EUR or USD), and purpose statement to indicate what the token is for, users can
record actions and claim the respective tokens. Such a claim can be proven in three different
ways.
•

A mobile proof is performed using the mobile device of the user, e.g. by taking photos to
prove an action has been made;
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•

A sensor proof results from data transmitted by an IoT sensor or device, e.g. location or
environment indicators (like temperature, humidity, etc.);

•

A social proof is performed involving other users who attest that a certain action has
been performed.

While the first two approaches need security measures either in hardware and/or software to
prevent “double claiming”, social proofs require an additional incentive layer that motivates
other users to do attestations and to prevent collusion. As a working “oracle” function (getting
real-life data on to a blockchain) is a non-trivial problem, maybe only combinations of these
approaches will be sufficiently tamper-proof in practice.
After a claim has been proven through any of the three approaches, the tokens are minted and
transferred to the user.
The question who can be a prover or attestor can be answered in different ways: the token
creator could be the prover, a dedicated group (e.g. token holders) could be provers, or any
(random) user could be prover. The decision depends on the nature of the action and the type
of token.
A key problem of unsustainable behavior is the long time span between actions and
consequences resulting from them. For example, people burn coal for two centuries and drive
cars for one century and “suddenly” CO2 emissions are a global problem. Similar time lags led
to plastic in the oceans (and in fish). Therefore, an important characteristic of the core
feedback loop within Fin4 is that time lags between action and consequence must be as short
as possible. Time needed for proving actions aside (see below), users should obtain tokens as
fast as possible after action have bee performed.

2.2 Create token-based finance and governance frameworks
We envision a multi-layered, multi-dimensional system of decentralized digital cryptocurrencies
(CC) created at different levels for different purposes with different characteristics.
The Fin4 core system consists of a token economy and a governance framework (Figure 2). The
token economy emerges gradually with communities creating, obtaining and trading externality
tokens for different purposes in different locations in an asynchronous way. Thus, markets for
positive actions are getting established over time.
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Figure 2: The core system of Fin4 takes care of a token economy and a governance layer

To align users incentives around such market creation, a governance layer is needed to support
a healthy development of the token economy. Three governance-related tokens are foreseen to
perform this task as an ensemble.
The governance token governs the token economy by offering mechanisms that allow users to
collectively decide on which tokens to promote as official “Fin4 tokens”. In a system that allows
any community/individual to propose new token designs, spam will become an immediate
problem. Instead of erecting rules and technical barriers to channel the creation of tokens, the
design fully builds on the innovative capacity of independent token proposals. Every token idea
is welcome, but acceptance as a Fin4 token requires a majority of the users to support the
token idea and design. All users co-maintain a list of accepted Fin4 tokens.
The liquidity token comes into play whenever a new token is accepted as Fin4 token. The core
idea is to support the development of a market of Fin4 tokens by providing an additional
mechanisms of backing and exchange liquidity. One (probably too) simple approach is to creat
the same amount of Fin4 token for each accepted Fin4 token. Thus, the overall amount of
liquidity tokens would represent the total amount of Fin4 tokens in the system (excluding the
on-accepted tokens). This mechanism would give all users more trust in using the different Fin4
tokens and have some assurance that they can be exchanged across the Fin4 system – and
would work much like the original idea of “bancor” by John Meynard Keynes. However, the final
design for a “reserve currency” is not yet made.
The reputation token is an innovation that does not exist at this scale today. The purpose of the
reputation token is to help users build trust into one another to be able to interact on the
platform. While reputation should reflect the positive actions a users did and his/her
commitment ot the Fin4 platform, it should not be linked to any actual token holdings of the
user. This would create a bias into the reputation system. The current design sees users
obtaining reputation tokens for doing actions that support and strengthen the entire Fin4
system. The minimum list of eligible actions – with an increasing amount of reputation tokens
rewarded – include the active obtaining of tokens (low), the participation in proof mechanisms
(middle), and the creation of accepted tokens (high).
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Users should also have “the ability” to lose reputation tokens again. The details for this are still
work in progress.
A final design decision is that a form of identity is only required when a user wants to
participate in the governance of Fin4. “Identity” here is not so much a scanned passport as a
self-sovereign conception of identity that is either build entirely within the Fin4 system or
transferred from other platforms under the control of the user. Not least, reputation can build
identity over time.
Related to this topic is the acceptance of the technical fact, that on a blockchain the designers
are ultimately unable to prevent trades to happen outside the system boundaries. Therefore,
the approach must be to create strong incentives to use the platforms while preserving the
freedom to leave anytime – and take your tokens with you.
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3 Architectural design
AT A GLANCE – Key deliverables achieved during year two (M13-M24)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Finalized the conceptual architecture to describe distributed ledgers (Figure 3)
Finalized the DLT taxonomy and classified 29 projects
Finalized a paper submission summarizing taxonomy, classification and evaluation (PDF on arxiv)
Finalized engineering initial set of 60+ key requirements
Conducted to expert workshop on oracles and cryptoeconomics design for Fin4 system
Finalized the functional architecture of the Fin4 demonstrator
Agreed on an initial set of technologies used to implement the Fin4 demonstrator
Implemented first version of the Fin4 demonstrator, openly accessible at www.FinFour.net

Building on the work from the Concept phase (c.f. M12 report), we describe a functional
architecture in this chapter that implements the key requirements identified.

3.1 Taxonomy
The initial thoughts from the Finance4.0 Design M12 Report around a systematic taxonomy of
distributed ledger systems have further developed and resulted in a paper 4 titled “Decrypting
Distributed Ledger Design - Taxonomy, Classification and Blockchain Community Evaluation”.
The paper contributes a conceptual architecture, a taxonomy and a classification of 29
distributed ledger technology systems (DLT).
Describing the exhaustive taxonomy is out of the scope of this report, but the conceptual
architecture as basis for explaining a DLT is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Conceptual architecture for distributed ledger systems (Ballandies/Dapp/Pournaras, 2018)

One aspect to highlight in Figure 3 is the distinction between incentivization on the consensus
versus the action layer. The first generation of blockchains was mainly about creating token4

The version 1 of the paper is available as preprint from https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.03419.
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based incentive systems to keep the consensus mechanisms (in the digital world) running. The
popular name for them are cryptocurrencies. The second generation of blockchain projects –
based on smart contract engines – allows for the creation of tokens to keep humans (or
machines) to perform certain desired actions in the real world.
The Fin4 system takes full advantage of this possibility by not only creating a range of platform
tokens used for governance but also offer users mechanisms to create tokens as they like.

3.2 Requirements engineering
Although the FuturICT2 project is a research project by nature, the development of an IT
system that survives outside the lab, certain methods from software engineering are needed.
“Requirements engineering is a systematic and disciplined approach to the specification and
management of requirements with the following goals: (1.1) Knowing the relevant
requirements, achieving a consensus among the stakeholders about these requirements,
documenting them according to given standards, and managing them systematically (1.2)
Understanding and documenting the stakeholders’ desires and needs, they specifying and
managing requirements to minimize the risk of delivering a system that does not meet the
stakeholders’ desires and needs.” (From Pohl and Rupp, Requirements engineering
fundamentals: a study guide for the certified professional for requirements engineering exam,
2nd edition).
Requirements specification. As a first step towards the development of a demonstrator, a series
of workshops with the team were conducted with the aim to produce an initial list of
requirements. The specification document collects 60+ requirements across ten groups,
identified as Governance Token (GTKNS), Externality Token (XTKNS), Identity Management (ID),
Data Management (DAT), Cryptoeconomic Design (CED), Internal Operation (IOP), Legal (LEG),
External Governance (XGOV), User Experience (UX), and Non-Functional Requirements (NFR).
See the separate Requirements Specification document for details.
To address particular challenges, two expert workshops were organized in 2018. The proving
workshop in Zurich covered topics around the design and use of oracles, while the
cryptoeconomics workshop in Berlin discussed some of the decisions made for the incentive
system.

3.3 Functional architecture
Based on the results of the requirements phase and the workshop discussions, the following
functional architecture has been developed to describe the core functionality of Fin4 (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Finance4 Ðapp - Functional Architecture

The Fin4 system is made up of three main layers.
Smart contract & blockchain layer. The purpose of the blockchain and smart contract engine
layer is to store essential transaction and token balance information in an immutable tamperproof ledger. It constitutes the back bone of Fin4 as a decentralized peer-to-peer platform.
Fin4-core. The purpose of the Fin4 core layer (“server”) is to implement the business logic of
the Fin4 system. The decision what core covers is a question of design: data on the blockchain
is immutable but very expensive. On the other side, data on the server has the downsides of
being centrally provided and not in an immutable environment.
The key modules covered by Fin4 core are essentially the core concepts as described in Figure
2. Fin4 core provides: a) a Market Maker through which any number of externality tokens can
be created, obtained through proven actions and transferred; b) a liquidity pool that grows in
alignment with the total supply of Fin4 tokens; c) a governance module that provides
mechanisms for the user community to decide on the list of official Fin4 tokens; d) a reputation
metric for individual users; e) anidentity system that is used by those who participate in the
governance of Fin4.
Fin4 clients. The purpose of the client layer is to interface with end users. Clients generally
come as web applications or mobile applications. The system is designed such that any third
party can interface building their own specialized client.
The five modules of a Fin4 client need to provide to users: a) a governor module that allows to
stake, participate in voting, etc.; b) an action prover module that allow users to prove actions
by other users; c) a token obtainer module that allows users to obtain defined tokens by
performing and uploading proofs of actions to generate claims; d) a token creator that allows
users to create new types of tokens; and e) a wallet that holds all tokens of a user. The APIs of
Fin4-core aim to expose the core functionality in such a way, that independent developers are
able to create mobile applications that are fully functional.

3.4 Demonstrator
To implement the functional architecture described above, a choice of programming languages
and frameworks needs to be made. For the smart contract & blockchain layer, the team opted
for the Ethereum platform, Ethereum is the most wider spread and mature smart contract
Dapp et al., Finance 4.0 Design – Technical Report – M24 Interim Report on D3.2 for WP3 of futurICT2
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engine with a large community of developers and projects, and a large selection of
development tools.
Staging. To start development locally, a developer can use Truffle’s Ganache framework to
simulate a Ethereum system ona single machine. The next step is to use one Ethereum’s
testnets. The demonstrator website is running on the Rinkeby test net. As a third stage of
development, the SustainabilityChain offered by Porini Foundation is considered o become a de
facto “main net.” There are currently no plans to make the demonstrator available on
Ethereum’s main net as high costs would be incurred without an immediate gain in
functionality, performance. Projects post-FuturICT2 may opt for this route.
The Fin4-core aka “sever” is written in the Go language and deployed as an Amazon AWS
instance using EC2 computing and S3 storage. The virtual server is Linux machine running
ubuntu 18.04.
The Fin4 client is a web application mainly written in elm language. Also, there is a less
functional mobil application on Android basis, written in Java. Not yet shown in Figure 4 are
early attempts to connect the web client to a micro-controller powered sensor functioning as
oracle.
Finally, Figure 5 gives some impressions of the different stages of development of the Fin4
demonstrator, availabel as an open web applidation on www.FinFour.net.

Figure 5: Different stages of the Fin4 demonstrator in 2018
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4 Use cases
AT A GLANCE – Key deliverables achieved during year two (M13-M24)
•
•

Set up partnership with WWF to run pilot in 2019 based on Bison rewilding in Carpathians
Set up partnership with KISS to run pilot in 2019 based on social time-banking scheme

In 2015, the United Nations adopted a set of goals to end poverty, protect the planet and
ensure prosperity for all – the Sustainable Development Goals. FuturICT2.0 aims to utilize
Finance 4.0 to contribute to these goals.
Over the course of 2018, two projects have been selected to become field partners of Fin4.
WWF. WWF Romania’s “WildAI” project aims to combine nature conversation and socioeconomic development in the Carpathian region around the role of Bison rewilding efforts. Fin4
offered ideas in a workship in autumn 2018 of hwo a token-based incentive system could help
align the interests of impact investors, local viallgers and hunters, and WWF Romania to create
a token economy based on Fin4.
KISS. KISS a non-profit time bank project in Zug (and 6 other Swiss cities) got in touch with the
Fin4 team through the City of Zug. The core idea to pilot blockchain technology to make the
obtaining of time vouchers as tokens easier and less error prone.
The cooperation with both projects is a work in progress. The Blockchain School for
Sustainability organized by the FIN4 team allowed to let several student teams dig into the use
cases and propose proofs of concept and prototypes to address the challenges of these two
projects. The results will be part of the next report.
Beyond that, the Fin4 team is in continuous exchange with a range of projects to potentially
join a field partners when the demonstrator is mature enough to support self-onboarding.
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